
During outdoor play the children show 

interest in watching the planes and 

helicopters fly over the yard. Using 

their sense of hearing they listen for 

the sounds of the planes before 

pointing them out and watching them 

until they can no longer see them in 

the sky. To continue their interest we 

have decided to focus on planes and 

helicopters this week before moving 

into ‘Things That Fly’ next week, fol-

lowing the children’s choices.  



To continue with our topic of planes today Miss Briohny cre-

ated some stencils of clouds and planes and put them on 

some coloured paper. Taking turns the children chose to 

use either blue or grey paint and painted over their stencils. 

Some of the children decided they were going to mix the 

colours together and added both grey and blue paint across 

their page. While painting the children each displayed a 

different technique of spreading the paint, Samik chose to 

make spots while Sai made the pattern of the paint brush. 

Once the paintings are finished we will remove the card-

board stencils and see the design that was created beneath.  



Keaston and Violet decided to play on the mirror table. They 

built tall towers from the blocks, taking their time to place the 

blocks carefully so the tower wouldn't fall. They got very excit-

ed when the tower was so high they almost couldn’t reach, 

but even more excited when they would crash to the ground 

and they screamed “again, again”. Samik, Azalea and Olivia 

heard the excitement and decided to join in with the fun. 

 

Some of the children started to dance together on the mat, 

holding hands and spinning in circles. Miss Stacey asked if they 

would like to dance and they all yelled “Baby Shark” so we put 

some music on. The children enjoyed dancing on the mat 

holding hands, jumping around. We also listened to some 

nursery rhymes the children knew and they sung along and 

followed along with the hand movement Miss Stacey was 

showing them. 



During group time Miss Briohny, Miss Stacey and Miss Zoe sat 

on the mat with the children. As we are learning about planes 

this week, Miss Briohny made some small paper planes and 

flew them around the room. Once the planes landed the chil-

dren picked them up and tried to make them fly as well. To 

continue with planes Miss Briohny read the story ‘Come fly 

with Captain Kangaroo.’ while reading the story we talked 

about the different things we need to do on a plane, like 

wearing our seatbelts. We also used the picture of the plane 

to talk about the different parts of a plane, for example the 

wings, wheels and windows. We will continue with learning 

about planes tomorrow by looking at a diagram of a plane.  







Stringray 
Staff Name Briohny Stacey Zoe 

Shift 8.15-4.30 9.15-5.15 8.15-4.15 

Date 16.06.2021 Rest Pause 10 mins 10 mins 10 mins 

Day Wednesday Lunch 1.00-2.00 2.00-2.30 12.15-1.00 
CHILD'S NAME Morning tea Lunch Afternoon Tea Rest Time Bottle  

SAMIK SOME ALL MOST rested   

YOONU LATE OFFERED MOST 11.45-12.45   

XIN YAN SOME ALL MOST 12.00-1.35 all 

OLIVIA SOME ALL MOST rested   

SPENCER ALL ALL MOST 11.40-1.05 offered 

AZALEA ALL ALL MOST 12.05-1.25   

VIOLET ALL ALL MOST rested   

NATHANIEL ALL ALL MOST 11.35-12.50   

SAI ALL SOME OWN SNACKS 11.40-1.20   

MARWIN ALL ALL MOST 11.55-1.00   

THOMAS LATE ALL MOST 12.00-2.00   

KEASTON ALL ALL MOST 12.00-2.00   

HANSON ALL ALL MOST 12.00-2.00   

UV Rating  Sun protection recommended from 10:20 am to 1:20 pm 

Morning Tea   FRUIT WITH RICE THINS 

Lunch SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN WITH RICE 

Alternate lunch VEGETABLE STIRFRY WITH RICE 
Afternoon 
tea   GARLIC BREAD WITH CUCUMBER AND CARROT STICKS 


